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What Would King Do? What Will We Do?
s we mark what would have been
Martin Luther King, Jr.’s 85th birthday this year, all eyes are focused on
the fact that his life’s work remains incomplete. In this year’s King Special Edition, you
will find bitter commentary about poverty,
jobs, war and the lack of opportunity.
You will also see that our local readers,
asked for comment about what King would
do today, remain hopeful for the future. Many
added another piece to the puzzle: Love for
humanity.
The Skanner Multimedia Editor Helen
Silvis’ story in this week’s edition of The
Skanner News, “Report Shows African
Americans’ Needs are Still Neglected,” is a
testament to our failure – locally and nationally – to make basic improvements in the
lives of the least advantaged people in our
nation.
What would Dr. King do if he were alive
today?
The bigger question is: What are we going
to do today?
--Lisa Loving, The Skanner News

A

Graph on right
‘The African American Community in
Multnomah County: An Unsettling Profile,’
shows that poverty rates for Black people
are worse in Multnomah County than they
are nationally.
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King and the War on Poverty
By George E. Curry
NNPA Columnist
e are celebrating the 50th anniversary of the War on Poverty at
roughly the same time we’re
observing the 85th birthday of Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. That’s fitting because
despite the concentrated effort to neuter
King by overemphasizing his 1964 “I Have
a Dream Speech,” his last days on earth
were spent trying to uplift garbage workers
in Memphis, Tenn. and planning a Poor
Peoples Campaign that would culminate in
a march to the nation’s capital.
Unlike today, when our politicians seek to
get elected and re-elected by groveling and
catering to the middle class, President
Lyndon B. Johnson declared war on poverty in his Jan. 8, 1964 State of the Union
message.
“This administration here and now,
declares unconditional war on poverty in
America,” he said. “We shall not rest until
that war is won. The richest nation on Earth
can afford to win it. We cannot afford to
lose it.”
Unfortunately, another war – Vietnam –
caused Johnson to retreat before he could
declare, in the words associated with
President George W. Bush, “Mission
Accomplished.” Instead of rallying the
troops around this noble cause, some subsequent presidents retreated. President
Reagan saw fit to joke about this serious
national undertaking.
Providing a throwaway line that conserva-

W

tives still use today, the former actor said:
“In 1964 the famous War on Poverty was
declared and a funny thing happened…I
guess you could say, poverty won the war.”
Liberals were also misleading, saying
instead of having a War on Poverty, it was
more like a skirmish on poverty.
The truth lies somewhere between those
polar opposites.
Since we began collecting such statistics,
the lowest U.S. poverty rate was 11.1 percent in 1973. It rose to 15.2 percent in 1983
before falling back to 11.3 percent. In 2012,
13 million people lived below half of the
poverty line, most of them children.
According to scholars at Columbia
University, when recalculated to include
expenses not counted in official statistics,
the poverty rate fell from more than 25 percent in 1967 to about 16 percent today. Over
that period, the child poverty rate declined
form 30 percent to less than 20 percent and
the elderly poverty rate decline dramatically, from 45 percent to 15 percent.
“The truth is that the nation’s investment
in the War on Poverty has yielded huge and
lasting gains,” Los Angeles Times columnist Michael Hiltzik wrote. “LBJ’s program
was not just a plan for financial handouts. It
also encompassed a broad approach encompassing ‘better schools, and better health,
and better homes, and better training, and
better job opportunities,’ as he put it in his
address on Jan. 8, 1964. LBJ’s campaign
brought us Head Start (in 1965) as well as
Medicare and Medicaid. He understood that
political and social empowerment were

WHAT WOULD DR KING DO IF HE WERE ALIVE TODAY?
Dr. King would absolutely still be
working on unity and bringing
America together as one.
Although there is a form of freedom in the United States, it
absolutely is just a form of freedom. So Dr King would be working on bringing us all together:
Black men; White men; Jews;
gentiles; Protestants – all of us
together as one.

I see social problems in the areas
of businesses and small busiLaverne Martin
nesses. Some businesses are
not succeeding because there is
not enough support. There is not enough backing. I don’t know if they
can get it. Some cultures can get more financial backing than others. If
we can really be realistic about it – you know it and I know it – some
people can step into a bank into a financial institution and they’ll give
them the money. They don’t have the credit history they don’t have the
backing. They have nothing but they will get the money. Another culture
can go in there – the same exact way—and they will get the door shut
in their face.

You would be a fool not to see that there are some issues that Dr. King
would definitely still be working on. We have advanced. We have an
African American president, but is that all that we need? No, it’s not all
that we need. We need much more. Will I see it in my lifetime? I don’t
know. I don’t know. But I would hope to see some kind of change in my
lifetime.
indispensable factors in economic betterment, so he pushed for the Civil Rights Act
of 1964 and the Voting Rights Act of 1965.”
Still, many expected the poverty rate to be

lower than it is today.
According to the Center of Budget and
Policy Priorities (CPP), “The poverty story

See CURRY page 16
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King ‘Content of Character’ Quote Inspires Debate
By Jesse Washington, AP
have a dream that my four little children will
one day live in a nation where they will not be
judged by the color of their skin but by the content of their character.”
This sentence spoken by the Rev. Martin Luther King
Jr. has been quoted countless times as expressing one of
America’s bedrock values, its language almost sounding
like a constitutional amendment on equality.
Yet today, 50 years after King shared this vision during his most famous speech, there is considerable disagreement over what it means.
The quote is used to support opposing views on politics, affirmative action and programs intended to
help the disadvantaged. Just as the words of the
nation’s founders are parsed for modern meanings
on guns and abortion, so are King’s words used in
debates over the proper place of race in America.
As we mark the King holiday, what might he ask
of us in a time when both the president and a disproportionate number of people in poverty are
black? Would King have wanted us to completely
ignore race in a “color-blind” society? To consider
race as one of many factors about a person? And
how do we discern character?
For at least two of King’s children, the future envisioned by the father has yet to arrive.
“I don’t think we can ignore race,” says Martin Luther
King III.
“What my father is asking is to create the climate
where every American can realize his or her dreams,” he
says. “Now what does that mean when you have 50 million people living in poverty?”
Bernice King doubts her father would seek to ignore
differences.
“When he talked about the beloved community, he
talked about everyone bringing their gifts, their talents,

“I

their cultural experiences,” she says. “We live in a society where we may have differences, of course, but we
learn to celebrate these differences.”
The meaning of King’s monumental quote is more
complex today than in 1963 because “the unconscious
signals have changed,” says the historian Taylor Branch,
author of the acclaimed trilogy “America in the King
Years.”
Fifty years ago, bigotry was widely accepted. Today,
Branch says, even though prejudice is widely
denounced, many people unconsciously pre-judge others.
“Unfortunately race in American history has been one

place where the first thing that we utilize as a measurement is not
someone’s external designation, but it really is trying to look
beyond that into the substance of a person in making certain decisions, to rid ourselves of those kinds of prejudices and biases that
we often bring to decisions that we make.”
That takes a lot of “psychological work,” she says, adding, “He’s
really challenging us.”
For many conservatives, the modern meaning of King’s quote is
clear: Special consideration for one racial or ethnic group is a violation of the dream.
The quote is like the Declaration of Independence, says Roger
Clegg, president of the Center for Equal Opportunity, a conservative think tank that studies race and ethnicity. In years past, he
says, America may have needed to grow into the words, but
today they must be obeyed to the letter.
“The Declaration of Independence says all men are created
equal,” Clegg says. “Nobody thinks it doesn’t really mean
what it says because Thomas Jefferson owned slaves. King
gave a brilliant and moving quotation, and I think it says we
should not be treating people differently on the basis of skin
color.”
Many others agree. King’s quote has become a staple of
conservative belief that “judged by the color of their skin”
includes things such as unique appeals to certain voter
groups, reserving government contracts for Hispanic-owned businesses, seeking more non-white corporate executives, or admitting
black students to college with lower test scores.
In the latest issue of the Weekly Standard magazine, the quote
appears in the lead of a book review titled “The Price Was High:
Affirmative Action and the Betrayal of a Colorblind Society.”
Considering race as a factor in affirmative action keeps the
wounds of slavery and Jim Crow “sore and festering. It encourages
beneficiaries to rely on ethnicity rather than self-improvement to
get ahead,” wrote the author, George Leef.
Last week, the RightWingNews.com blog included “The idea

For at least two of King’s children,
the future envisioned by the father
has yet to arrive
area in which Americans kid themselves and pretend to
be fair-minded when they really are not,” says Branch,
whose new book is “The King Years: Historic Moments
in the Civil Rights Movement.”
Branch believes that today, King would ask people of
all backgrounds — not just whites — to deepen their
patriotism by leaving their comfort zones, reaching
across barriers and learning about different people.
“To remember that we all have to stretch ourselves to
build the ties that bind a democracy, which really is the
source of our strength,” Branch says.
Bernice King says her father is asking us “to get to a
place — we’re obviously not there — but to get to a
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Debate
continued from page 4

that everyone should be judged by the content of their character, not the color of their skin” in a list of “25 People,
Places and Things Liberals Love to Hate.”
“Conservatives feel they have embraced that quote completely. They are the embodiment of that quote but get no
credit for doing it,” says the author of the article, John
Hawkins. “Liberals like the idea of the quote because it’s
the most famous thing Martin Luther King said, but they
left the principles behind the quote behind a long time ago.”
In October, after black actress Stacey Dash was attacked
for switching her support from President Barack Obama to
Mitt Romney, she said she chose Romney “not by the color
of his skin but the content of his character.”
Clegg acknowledges that it can be difficult today for
some people to resist jumping to conclusions based on skin
color.
He says past discrimination resulted in fewer opportunities for African-Americans, which increased poverty, unemployment, and other social pathologies in the black community. “Then white people say, what did we tell you, that’s
the way these people are,” Clegg says. “It’s wrong, people
shouldn’t do it, but it’s going to happen.”
Yet as we discipline ourselves not to pre-judge AfricanAmericans, Clegg says, we cannot forget that King asked us
to judge character. That means taking actions such as reducing the high rate of black children born to unmarried parents
and placing more value on education, he says.
“I don’t think King would neglect the ‘content of their
character’ side today,” he says.
“You have to break the vicious cycle from both ends.
People have to do their best not to use stereotypes, but at the
same time, people have to not live up to them.”
Some doubt we will ever be able to ignore what a person
looks like.

“To ignore color is to ignore reality,” says Lewis Baldwin,
an Alabama native who marched in the civil rights movement and now teaches courses on King at Vanderbilt
University.
“Dr. King understood that we all see we are different. You
accept color differences, affirm them, celebrate them, but
don’t allow them to become a barrier to human community,” said Baldwin, author of a new King book, “In A Single
Garment of Destiny: A Global Vision of Justice.”
Yet Martin Luther King III believes that one day we will

be able to live every word of his father’s dream.
“I think my father’s vision was that we should at some
point have a colorblind society,” he says. “He always was
challenging us to be the best nation we could be.”
Jesse Washington covers race and ethnicity for The
Associated Press. He is reachable at http://www.twitter.com
/jessewashington or jwashington(at)ap.org.
Editor’s note: This article was originally printed Jan. 20,
2013

TriMet:
Special Hours for
King Day Transit
TriMet has announced special hours for the Martin
Luther King, Jr. holiday, which it says is its busiest of
the year. On Monday, Jan. 20:
The MAX, WES Commuter Rail, and many bus
lines are running on regular weekday schedules;
Some other lines, especially in the Marquam Hill
area of Southwest Portland, will not be running.
The following bus lines will run on Saturday
schedules:
— 52-Farmington
— 62-Murray Blvd
— 71-60th Ave/122nd Ave
— 72-Killingsworth/82nd Ave
— 75-Cesar Chavez/Lombard
— 76-Beaverton/Tualatin
— 77-Broadway/Halsey
— 78-Beaverton/Lake Oswego
— 88-Hart/198th
In 2013, the transit agency reports it provided more
than 216,000 trips on the holiday, nearly 70 percent
of the ridership on a standard weekday.
For complete information on scheduling go to
www.Trimet.org/mlkservice.
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King’s True Legacy: Continuing the Good Fight
By Benjamin F. Chavis, Jr.
NNPA Columnist
his month will mark the 85th birthday of Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. Across the nation and throughout the
world community, millions of people will pay tribute
and celebrate the birth of one our greatest freedom fighters
and most effective leaders. The legacy of Dr. King is more
than a federal holiday although we should never forget the
protracted but successful struggle that was required to get
that holiday recognition signed into law.

T

The legacy of Dr. King is more than a tall magnificent
statue that now stands on the National Mall in Washington,
D.C. King’s legacy is also more than a faint remembrance
of the past sacrifices and victories of the Civil Rights
Movement of the 1960s. The living legacy of Martin
Luther King Jr. should be a legacy of present-day continuing the good fight for freedom, justice, equality and economic empowerment in America, Africa and everywhere in
the world. Yes, today that is a big order and a tremendous
challenge.

As a young, statewide youth organizer from 1963 to 1968
for the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC)
in my home state of North Carolina, I witnessed first hand
the incredible genius and courage of Dr. King. I also
remember his militant band of preachers, community
organizers and student leaders who had become impatient
with the status quo of systematic racial injustice in the
United States. Golden Frinks, the N.C. state field secretary
of SCLC recruited and introduced me to Dr. King and
SCLC. Working with Dr. King changed my life for the better.
Today, my purpose is simply to apply what I believe is the
living legacy of Dr. King to some of the most pressing
issues that oppressed people face nationally and internationally. Remember when Dr. King spoke out against the
atrocities of the Vietnam War in 1967, there were many in
the African American community who could not readily
make the connection that saw between the issues of racial
and economic oppression in the United States and the issues
of war and peace in southeast Asia. One of Dr. King’s
famous quotes was, “An injustice anywhere is a threat to
justice everywhere.” It was only after Dr. King’s tragic
assassination in 1968 that many shared his opposition to the
Vietnam War.
Martin Luther King Jr. would not have supported the wars
in Iraq and Afghanistan. In fact, there should be much louder voices now concerning the post-colonial devastating
wars and violence in the Sudan, South Sudan, Central

See CHAVIS page 7
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Chavis

continued from page 6
African Republic, Somalia, and in the eastern Democratic
Republic of the Congo where millions have died. There is
just too much public silence about these and other global
violent conflicts. Dr. King’s commitment to nonviolence
was non-negotiable.
Africans and African Americans as well as all people
must strive to settle differences and disputes without engaging in self-destructive violence. This in part is what I mean
when I use the phrase “living legacy” of Martin Luther
King. Gun violence is down somewhat now in Chicago, but
it is still too high. Gun violence is rising in Detroit,
Washington, D.C. and in Philadelphia. SCLC, NAACP,
National Urban League, National Rainbow Coalition, and
the National Action Network should take on the National
Rifle Association (NRA) and its policies to proliferate gun
sales in America.
Support of universal health care and the Affordable Care
Act should be viewed as a fundamental aspect of the living
legacy of King. We are most affected by the absence of
health care delivery to our families and communities. Yet,
in too many of our communities there still appears to a slow
response to the Affordable Care Act.
Dr. King knew the importance of education at Historically
Black Colleges and Universities. King’s legacy demands
more financial support for all HBCUs. We must also meet
the challenge of curbing drop-out rates and the failures of
the secondary school systems of education with respect to
our communities.
Lastly, Martin Luther King’s concept of “the Beloved
Community” involved economic equality and development
as a means of eliminating poverty. We should be encouraging the rise and training of a new young generation of entrepreneurs. If we want more jobs, then we have to have more
businesses and employers who emerge from the communi-

ties that live in and serve.
Yes, the National Holiday for Dr. King is about remembrance and celebration. But it should also be about living
the legacy of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. everywhere people
are crying out for a better life through freedom, justice and

equality and economic empowerment.
Benjamin F. Chavis Jr. is president of Education Online
Services Corporation and the Hip-Hop Summit Action
Network

WHAT WOULD DR KING DO IF HE WERE ALIVE TODAY?
“I think Dr. King would say we have come a long way, but I
definitely think he’d say we still need to work on a lot of
things, as far as community sticking together. His dream is
almost fulfilled but I don’t think it came together like he
dreamed it. There’s a lot of stuff today that still needs
working on. For the African American community – if I
speak for the Black community- there is still a lot of gang
violence and there is still a lot of drugs in the community.
There is still a lot of people not sticking together. And you
know Dr. Martin Luther King that’s what he wanted. He
wanted everybody to get along. It’s still—not segregated
–but it’s still separated a little bit. You can go to some neighborhoods and it’s still predominantly White or predominantJames Willis
ly Black and it shouldn’t be like that. You can go to some
parts of town where you’re still not welcome. It’s not as
severe or shown as much as it was back then. But it is still there and needs to be worked on.”

“There are signs of hope. I actually see people doing a lot better. I grew up in the 80s and there
were a lot of people who were not motivated to work or start their own businesses. Now I see a
lot of entrepreneurs and people trying, going to school and the young people today are influenced
by other people doing these things. When I grew up I was influenced by gang members and drug
dealers – an 80s baby that’s what they call us and I see it’s a lot better than it was.”
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King’s Militance Still Misunderstood Today
By Lee A. Daniels
NNPA Columnist

D

r. Martin Luther King, Jr. hasn’t
been this alive since 1968.

He’s no longer that visually distant, twodimensional figure, limited to speaking a
single sentence taken out of context and
shorn of its true meaning. Instead, the honest scholarship and media commentary considering what King faced and what he did
have broken through the obscuring fog of
conservative, and yes, centrist, propaganda.
In part, that’s because, today the confrontation between the forces of progress
and the racist reaction to that progress is
sharper than any time since the 1960s.
Today, as in the 1960s, American society
is grappling with elevating new groups of
Americans to full citizenship. Today, as in
the 1960s, it’s being forced to confront the
meaning of its widespread poverty and joblessness, and its diminished educational
opportunity. Today, as in the 1960s, Black
Americans’ right to vote is under siege from
conservatives, as are women’s reproductive
rights. And today, as in the 1960s, the country is debating the extent of government’s
responsibility to protect individuals’ access
to opportunity.
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.’s words and
actions seem relevant again because they’ve
always presented a challenge to the status
quo and always urged individuals to live up
to humanity’s best possibilities.
That command has become particularly

compelling again because of the remarkable
juxtaposition of present-day developments
and anniversaries of past landmark events.
The latter include: the 50-year anniversaries of the climactic years of the Civil
Rights Movement, especially the year 1963,
when King delivered his “I Have A Dream”
speech at the March on Washington; and of
the assassination of President John F.
Kennedy, whose support of the civil rights
struggle, tentative though it was, made him
Blacks’ most important presidential ally

King, Jr. was, above all, a great provocateur.
Speaking in the early 1990s, when the
conservative political ascendancy was at its
height, Rev. Hosea Williams, one of King’s
lieutenants during the civil rights struggles,
explained that “There is a definite effort on
the part of America to change Martin Luther
King, Jr. from what he was really about – to
make him the Uncle Tom of the century. “
Williams insisted, “In my mind, he was the
militant of the century.”
Williams was right, and King’s impor-

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.’s words and actions
seem relevant again because they’ve always
presented a challenge to the status quo and
always urged individuals to live up to humanity’s
best possibilities

since Abraham Lincoln. And it also includes
the 150th anniversary of the Civil War and
the Emancipation Proclamation.
The completion of the King Memorial in
Washington – and the welcome controversy
about its design helped immeasurably as
well. The controversy itself was a
metaphorical breath of fresh air, blowing
away at least some of the clouds of stultifying hero-worship that had for too long distorted the fact that the real Martin Luther

tance – his militancy – is still not completely understood today.
He didn’t “make” the Civil Rights
Movement. He wasn’t its operational leader
or its major tactician. But he was its national and international spokesman – the man
who, speaking in that rich baritone, could
turn words into emotions that were otherwise inexpressible and into word-pictures
that represented the entire tapestry of the
centuries-long Black freedom struggle.
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Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.’s 13-year life
on the national stage brilliantly represented
the courage it took in those decades to challenge the seemingly overwhelming power
of the South’s racist power structure. Far
less acknowledged is the courage it took for
King – after the passage of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 and the Voting Rights Act of
1965, and his being awarded the 1964
Nobel Peace Prize – to resist the temptations of partial success and his own fame.
Instead, King kept moving leftward, to
confront the racial and economic injustice
that had created and maintained the Black
ghettos of the North, and the national hubris
that had led America into the quagmire of
war in Southeast Asia.
For this he was pilloried by President
Lyndon B. Johnson and much of the White
liberal establishment, and a good portion of
the civil rights and Black political establishment, too. His insistence that nonviolence
was still a viable means of social change
was ridiculed, as were his plans to stage a
multiracial Poor Peoples March on
Washington and involve himself in the bitter sanitation worker’s strike in Memphis,
Tenn.
But those difficult years were actually
King’s finest hours. At the moment of his
assassination, he was standing where he had
begun his public life: with ordinary Black
people who were being unjustly denied their
human rights.
King’s refusal to submit offers a lesson to

See DANIELS page 10
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Surgeon Who Once Saved King’s Life Dies in New York at 95
NEW YORK (AP) — Dr. John W.V. Cordice, a surgeon
who was part of the medical team that saved Martin Luther
King Jr. from a nearly fatal stab wound in 1958, has died at
age 95.
Sunday’s death was announced by the city agency that
oversees Harlem Hospital Center,
where Cordice was formerly an
attending surgeon and chief of thoracic surgery.
“He was a brilliant clinical practitioner, a wise and thoughtful teacher,
and a man of deep and abiding kindness and quiet modesty,” city Health
and Hospitals Corp. President Alan D.
Aviles said Tuesday. “It is entirely
consistent with his character that
many who knew him may well not
have known that he was also a part of history.”
Cordice was off duty when King was taken to the hospital after a mentally disturbed woman stabbed him with a letter-opener as he signed books in Harlem. The 7-inch steel
blade was still stuck in the civil rights leader’s chest, millimeters from his aorta, when Cordice arrived from

Brooklyn.
The operation was overseen by Dr. Aubre Maynard, the
hospital’s chief surgeon, and performed by Cordice and Dr.
Emil Naclerio.
King, then 29 and already a name in national politics, was
discharged 14 days later. He was
assassinated in 1968.
“I think if we had lost King that
day, the whole civil rights era would
have been different,” Cordice said in
a Harlem Hospital promotional video
in 2012.
King, in his final public speech,
talked about that close brush with
mortality, noting that the blade had
been so close to his vital organs that if
he had sneezed before surgeons had a
chance to remove it, he would have died.
“If I had sneezed, I wouldn’t have been around here in
1960, when students all over the South started sitting-in at
lunch counters,” he said. “If I had sneezed, I wouldn’t have
been around here in 1961, when we decided to take a ride
for freedom and ended segregation in inter-state travel ... If

“I think if we had lost
King that day, the
whole civil rights era
would have been
different”

This Sept. 28, 2012 photo provided by NYC Health
and Hospitals Corp. shows John W.V. Cordice at the
Harlem Hospital Center in New York, where he had
been an attending surgeon and chief of thoracic
surgery. Cordice, the surgeon who was part of the
medical team that saved Martin Luther King Jr. from
a nearly fatal stab wound in 1958 has died at the
age of 95. Cordice, a native of Durham, North
Carolina, and another surgeon removed the blade
which was still stuck in the civil rights leader’s chest,
millimeters from his aorta, when he arrived at the
hospital after being stabbed by a mentally
disturbed woman as King signed books in Harlem.
(AP Photo/NYC Health and Hospitals Corp.)
I had sneezed I wouldn’t have been here in 1963, when the
black people of Birmingham, Ala., aroused the conscience
of this nation, and brought into being the Civil Rights Bill.
If I had sneezed, I wouldn’t have had a chance later that
year, in August, to try to tell America about a dream that I
had had.”
Cordice, a native of Durham, N.C., earned his medical
degree at New York University in 1942. He practiced medicine in the city for 40 years. He lived in Harlem and then
Queens, where he was also a surgical chief at the Queens
Hospital Center.

Daniels
continued from page 8

take to heart at this moment when conservative politicians
and theorists are trying to restore inequality of opportunity
as the law of the land.
It tells us we should adopt King as The Militant of the
21st Century, too.
Lee A. Daniels, Lee A. Daniels is a longtime journalist
based in New York City. His essay, “Martin Luther King,
Jr.: The Great Provocateur,” appears in Africa’s
Peacemakers: Nobel Peace Laureates of African Descent,”
to be published by Palgrave Macmillan in March.

>
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Activist Poet-Playwright Amiri Baraka Dies at 79

He renamed himself Imamu Ameer Baraka,
‘spiritual leader blessed prince,’ and dismissed
the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. as a ‘brainwashed
Negro’

NEW YORK (AP) — Amiri Baraka, the
militant man of letters and tireless agitator
whose blues-based, fist-shaking poems,
plays and criticism made him a provocative
and groundbreaking force in American culture, has died. He was 79.
His booking agent, Celeste Bateman, told
The Associated Press that Baraka, who had
been hospitalized since last month, died
Thursday at Newark Beth Israel Medical
Center.
Perhaps no writer of the 1960s and ‘70s
was more radical or polarizing than the former LeRoi Jones, and no one did more to
extend the political debates of the civil
rights era to the world of the arts. He
inspired at least one generation of poets,
playwrights and musicians, and his immersion in spoken word traditions and raw
street language anticipated rap, hip-hop and
slam poetry. The FBI feared him to the point
of flattery, identifying Baraka as “the person who will probably emerge as the leader
of the Pan-African movement in the United
States.”
Baraka transformed from the rare black to
join the Beat caravan of Allen Ginsberg and
Jack Kerouac to leader of the Black Arts
Movement, an ally of the Black Power
movement that rejected the liberal optimism
of the early ‘60s and intensified a divide
over how and whether the black artist
should take on social issues. Scorning art
for art’s sake and the pursuit of black-white
unity, Baraka was part of a philosophy that

WIKIPEDIA PHOTO

Hillel Italie
AP National Writer

Baraka addressing the Malcolm X
Festival from the Black Dot Stage in
San Antonio Park, Oakland, California
while performing with Marcel Diallo
and his Electric Church Band
called for the teaching of black art and history and producing works that bluntly called
for revolution.
He was denounced by critics as buffoonish, homophobic, anti-Semitic, a demagogue. He was called by others a genius, a
prophet, the Malcolm X of literature.
Eldridge Cleaver hailed him as the bard of
the “funky facts.” Ishmael Reed credited the
Black Arts Movement for encouraging
artists of all backgrounds and enabling the
rise of multiculturalism. The scholar Arnold
Rampersad placed him alongside Frederick
Douglass and Richard Wright in the pantheon of black cultural influences.
“From Amiri Baraka, I learned that all art
is political, although I don’t write political
plays,” the Pulitzer Prize-winning dramatist

August Wilson once said.
Less than a year after the March on
Washington, Baraka pronounced the dream
dead, a delusion. The war of words commenced. The Village Voice gave it an Obie
award for the top off-Broadway show.
Norman Mailer called it the “best play in
America.” Jean-Luc Godard lifted some

dialogue for his film “Masculin Feminine.”
New York Times critic Howard Taubman
was impressed, and, apparently, terrified.
Baraka was still LeRoi Jones when he
wrote “Dutchman.” But the Cuban revolu-

See AMEER on page 15

W H AT WO U L D D R K I N G D O
I F H E W E R E A L I V E TO DAY ?

“I think Dr. King would tell us that
the change begins within us,
because the problems don’t exist
independently outside of us. So I
think he would tell us we should
examine ourselves and make a
change that will affect, not only
the whole community but eventually the world. If each individual
deals with our own issues, then
as the individual changes it
affects other people. Each indiCarolyn Anderson
vidual changes. Poverty can happen to any of us. The rich can fall.
So I think Dr. King would tell us to start with ourselves.”

Working
together to
keep the
dream alive
The Pacific Northwest
Regional Council of
Carpenters

The Pacific Northwest Regional Council of Carpenters is
over 20,000 carpenters, piledrivers, drywallers, millwrights, trade show workers, shipwrights, exterior/interior specialists, scaffold erectors, insulators and related
craft workers who have banded together to maintain and
improve Safety, Wages, Benefits, Training and Working
Conditions.
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Powell’s City of Books Recommends These Titles for Readers of All Ages
“In a Single Garment of Destiny”: A Global
Vision of Justice
By Martin Luther King Jr.
This is a new kind of book about the world vision of
Martin Luther King, Jr. Too many people continue to think
of Dr. King as “a southern civil rights leader” or “an
American Gandhi,” thus ignoring his impact on poor and

oppressed people everywhere. “In a Single Garment of
Destiny” is the first book to treat King’s positions on global liberation struggles through the prism of his own words
and activities. The purpose is not only celebration, but also
a critical engagement with a towering figure whose ideas
and social praxis have become so significant in the reshaping of the modern world.

Martin Luther King by Godfrey Hodgson
Martin Luther King left an indelible mark on 20th-century American history through his leadership of the non-violent civil rights campaigns of the 1950s and 1960s. The
election of Barack Obama as America’s first black president
in November 2008 has spawned a renewed interest in
King’s role as an agent and prophet of political change in
the United States.
Writing with verve and clarity but also with acute insight,
Godfrey Hodgson traces King’s life and career from his
birth in Atlanta in 1929, through the campaigns that made
possible the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Voting Rights
Act of 1965, to his assassination in Memphis in 1968.

I Have a Dream
By Martin Luther King, Jr. and Kadir Nelson
On Aug. 28, 1963, on the steps of the Lincoln Memorial
during the March on Washington, Martin Luther King gave
one of the most powerful and memorable speeches in our
nation’s history.
His words, paired with Caldecott Honor winner Kadir
Nelson’s magnificent paintings, make for a picture book
certain to be treasured by children and adults alike.
The themes of equality
and freedom for all are
not only relevant today,
50 years later, but also
provide young readers
with an important introduction to our nation’s
past.

Strength to Love (81
Edition)
By Martin Luther
King, Jr.
In these short meditative and sermonic pieces,
some of them composed
in jails and all of them
crafted during the tumul-

See BOOKS on page 13
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Books
continued from page 12

My Daddy, Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
By Martin Luther King III
It wasn’t always easy being the young son of the famed
civil rights activist Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Lots of people didn’t agree with Dr. King and Martin Luther King III,
who was called Marty as a child. Marty faced bullies who
picked on him because of his name and skin color. But
Marty knew his father wanted to make the world a better
place for everyone. And he was also a part of the changing
times.
In this poignant picture book memoir, Martin Luther King
III and New York Times bestselling artist AG Ford capture
the ordinary and extraordinary moments from Martin’s
brief childhood with his father, the revered civil rights hero.

Parting the Waters:
America in the King Years 1954-63

tuous years of the Civil Rights struggle, Dr. King articulated and espoused in a deeply personal compelling way his
commitment to justice and to the intellectual, moral, and
spiritual conversion that makes his work as much a blueprint today for Christian discipleship as it was then.

By Taylor Branch
Hailed as the most masterful story ever told of the
American civil rights movement, Parting the Waters is destined to endure for generations. Moving from the fiery
political baptism of Martin Luther King, Jr., to the corridors
of Camelot where the Kennedy brothers weighed demands
for justice against the deceptions of J. Edgar Hoover, here
is a vivid tapestry of America, torn and finally transformed
by a revolutionary struggle unequaled since the Civil War.
Taylor Branch provides an unsurpassed portrait of King’s
rise to greatness and illuminates the stunning courage and
private conflict, the deals, maneuvers, betrayals, and rivalries that determined history behind closed doors, at boycotts
and sit-ins, on bloody freedom rides, and through siege and
murder. Epic in scope and impact, Branch’s chronicle definitively captures one of the nation’s most crucial passages.

Martin’s Big Words: The Life of Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr.
By Doreen Rappaport
This picture-book biography is an excellent and accessible introduction for young readers to learn about one of the
world’s most influential leaders, Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
Doreen Rappaport weaves the immortal words of Dr. King
into a captivating narrative to tell the story of his life. With

See READING page 23
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2014: Are Little Rock Schools Finally Desegregated?
By Jesse Washington
AP National Writer

A day after a key desegregation lawsuit
was settled, such stubborn disparities raised

Five decades and $1 billion after an infamous racial episode made Little Rock, Ark.,
a national symbol of school segregation, the
legal fight to ensure that all of its children
receive equal access to education is almost
over.
But many challenges still remain, in Little
Rock and across the country.
Some of the city’s affluent white neighborhoods have better schools. The district’s
black students on average have lower
grades and test scores and more disciplinary
problems than white students. And racial
divisions linger within the integrated
Central High School, where riots erupted in
1957 as Gov. Orval Faubus tried to prevent
black students from entering.

the question: Do all children in Little Rock
now receive a high-quality education?
``No,’’ said Joel E. Anderson, chancellor
of the University of Arkansas at Little Rock,
who led a task force that produced a 1997
report on the future of the city’s public
schools.

``The plaintiffs in the lawsuit and school
district officials have all made a monumen-

If the people fighting for equality in 1957 could
look ahead to the current Little Rock School
District, “they almost certainly would have said,
‘No, that is not what we are seeking’”
tal effort to achieve equal educational
access for all children in the district, but
there is still a considerable distance to go,’’
Anderson said by email.
He said that the opening statement of the
report still stands: If the people fighting for
equality in 1957 could look ahead to the
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current Little Rock School District, ``they
almost certainly would have said, `No, that
is not what we are seeking.’’’
Monday’s settlement established an end
date for $70 million in annual state payments that fund desegregation efforts,
including programs that offer poor black
students better opportunities and attract
affluent white students into the district.
The extra funding has helped make
Central High School one of the nation’s best
public schools. Its advanced classes serve as
a major draw for white students who live far
from campus and make it the flagship
school for the city, if not all of Arkansas.
``We produce more nationally recognized
scholars than any part of the state,’’

See SCHOOLS page 18
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Baraka

continued from page 11
tion, the assassination in 1965 of Malcolm X and the
Newark riots of 1967, when the poet was jailed and photographed looking dazed and bloodied, radicalized him.
Jones left his white wife (Hettie Cohen), cut off his white
friends and moved from Greenwich Village to Harlem. He
renamed himself Imamu Ameer Baraka, “spiritual leader
blessed prince,” and dismissed the Rev. Martin Luther
King Jr. as a “brainwashed Negro.” He helped organize the
1972 National Black Political Convention and founded the
Congress of African People. He also founded community
groups in Harlem and Newark, the hometown to which he
eventually returned.
The Black Arts Movement was essentially over by the
mid-1970s, and Baraka distanced himself from some of his
harsher comments — about Dr. King, about gays and about
whites in general.
Baraka was born Everett LeRoy Jones in 1934, a postal
worker’s son who grew up in a racially mixed neighborhood in Newark and remembered his family’s passion for
songs and storytelling. He showed early talents for sports
and music and did well enough in high school to graduate
with honors and receive a scholarship from Rutgers

The Black Arts Movement was
essentially over by the
mid-1970s, and Baraka
distanced himself
from some of his harsher
comments — about Dr. King,
about gays and about whites
in general

University.
Feeling out of place at Rutgers, he transferred to a leading black college, Howard University. He hated it there
(“Howard University shocked me into realizing how desperately sick the Negro could be,” he later wrote) and
joined the Air Force, from which he was discharged for
having too many books, among other transgressions. By
1958, he had settled in Greenwich Village, met Ginsberg
and other Beats, married fellow writer Cohen and was editing an avant-garde journal, Yugen. He called himself LeRoi
Jones.
Baraka’s many works included the poetry collections
“Black Magic” and “Preface to a Twenty Volume Suicide
Note,” the plays “Slave Ship” and “Arm Yourself or Harm
Yourself,” and a novel, “The System of Dante’s Hell.”
Admittedly a hard man to work with, he wrote for numerous publishers and published some books himself.
“He opened tightly guarded doors for not only Blacks but
poor whites as well and, of course, Native Americans,
Latinos and Asian Americans,” the American Indian author
Maurice Kenny wrote of him. “We’d all still be waiting for
the invitation from The New Yorker without him. He taught
us all how to claim it and take it.”
Baraka divorced Cohen in 1965 and a year later married
Sylvia Robinson, whose name became Bibi Amina Baraka.
He had seven children, two with his first wife and five with
his second. A son, Ras Baraka, became a councilman in
Newark and is running for mayor of that city. A daughter,
Shani Baraka, was murdered in 2003 by the estranged husband of her sister, Wanda Pasha.
Amiri Baraka taught at Yale University and George
Washington University and spent 20 years on the faculty of
the State University of New York in Stonybrook. He
received numerous grants and prizes, including a
Guggenheim fellowship and a poetry award from the
National Endowment for the Arts.
Baraka was the subject of a 1983 documentary, “In
Motion,” and holds a minor place in Hollywood history. In
“Bulworth,” Warren Beatty’s 1998 satire about a senator’s
break from the political establishment, Baraka plays a
homeless poet who cheers on the title character.
“You got to be a spirit,” the poet tells him. “You got to
sing — don’t be no ghost.”
Copyright 2014 The Associated Press. All rights
reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast,
rewritten or redistributed.
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WHAT WOULD DR. KING DO
IF HE WERE ALIVE TODAY?
I think about the last speech
that Dr. King gave – the Moving
Forward speech – and I believe
that he would still be working on
helping people move forward. I
believe our society has fallen off
his vision. We’ve gotten so content being human, that we’ve
kind of lost value and purpose
and morals. So I think he’d be
helping us regain our true kingship and queenship – the
respect between a man and a
woman. I’m not just talking
Stephanie Hardy
about boyfriend/girlfriend and
husband/wife kind of relationships. I’m talking about the
respect between men and women, and taking it more seriously.

Take the hip hop music videos and social media… the things women
call themselves in social media… I laugh but it’s not really funny. It’s
like wow you’re really calling yourself that and then you expect
somebody to respect you. If you have no respect for yourself how
are you going to get respect from others?

I believe he would want us to encourage and uplift one another in our
social groups. We can show people that they have something special and unique and they don’t have to live up to what anyone else
believes to be special. We need to encourage one another to find our
own uniqueness as an individual and embrace it.”

Curry

continued from page 3
over the last half-century in the United States is mixed for several reasons. A much stronger
safety net along with factors such as rising education levels, higher employment among
women, and smaller families helped push poverty down. At the same time, rising numbers
of single-parent families, growing income inequality, and worsening labor market
prospects for less-skilled workers have pushed in the other direction.
“Today’s safety net – which includes important programs and improvements both from
the Johnson era and thereafter – cuts poverty nearly in half. In 2012, it kept 41 million people, including 9 million children, out of poverty, according to the Census Bureau’s
Supplemental Poverty Measure (SPM). If government benefits are excluded, today’s
poverty rate would be 29 percent under the SPM; with those benefits, the rate is 16 percent.”
Other factors also contribute to today’s poverty rate, including rising income inequality,
according to the Center for Budget and Policy Priorities. It stated that between 1964 and
2012, the share of national income going to the top 1 percent of U.S. households nearly
doubled, from 11 percent to 22 percent in 2012. Meanwhile, the share of national income
going to the poorest fifth of households fell between 1979 (the earliest year available) and
2012.
There is also the issue of shrinking jobs that pay decent wages, especially those at the low
end of the pay scale.
“Moreover, large racial disparities remain, with child poverty much higher and the share
of African Americans with a college degree much lower than among whites. Meanwhile,
poverty in America is high compared to other wealthy nations largely because our safety
net does less to lift people out of poverty than those of other Western nations,” the Center
on Budget and Policy Priorities noted.
The War on Poverty if far from over. Although slow to join the battle, President Obama
is now fully engaged, underscoring our country’s economic inequality. This is no time for
the president or Congress to surrender.
George E. Curry, former editor-in-chief of Emerge magazine, is editor-in-chief of the
National Newspaper Publishers Association News Service (NNPA.) He is a keynote speaker, moderator, and media coach. Curry can be reached through his Web site, www.georgecurry.com. You can also follow him at www.twitter.com/currygeorge and George E. Curry
Fan Page on Facebook.
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Schools
continued from page 14

Superintendent Dexter Suggs said Tuesday.
But at middle schools with a higher percentage of black students, twice as many
students score ``below basic’’ on standardized math tests at the end of eighth grade —
a pattern that repeats across grades and subjects.
Data from the state Education Department
that tracked students between their high
school years and their first year of college
showed that students from the area’s private
high schools were better prepared for college and scored higher on the ACT college
entrance exam. Using data from 2011, the
most recent year available, all but one private school had at least a quarter of its students meet all of the ACT’s pre-college
benchmarks.
No public school in the county reached
that mark — not even Central — and the
schools that had the highest percentage of
black students fared worst on the test, with
less than 6 percent of its graduates ready for
college.
``The problem is not solved yet,’’ said
John Kirk, chairman of the history department at the University of Arkansas at Little
Rock, who has studied the history of desegregation in the city.
He noted that while the city is roughly 47
percent white and 42 percent black, the
school population is two-thirds AfricanAmerican, which means that many white
students are choosing private or charter
schools.

``You might say that shows a big imbalance in the schools,’’ Kirk said. ``On the
other hand, you might say that litigation and
federal oversight has helped to keep a third
of the white students in the district.’’
Since the 2011 data on early college performance was collected, Suggs said, the district has changed the administration of the

and stood in the Central High School door
to prevent the first black students known as
the ``Little Rock Nine’’ from enrolling.
The end of such laws means that ``the
number of segregated public schools in the
United States today is zero,’’ said Roger
Clegg, president of the Center for Equal
Opportunity. ``There is no public school in

While the city is roughly 47 percent white and
42 percent black, the school population is twothirds African-American, which means that
many white students are choosing private or
charter schools

city’s worst-performing high schools.
``You will be able to note the difference ...
with the understanding that this is a
marathon and not a sprint,’’ he said.
The connection between housing patterns
and the district’s racial makeup is one reason why today’s problem is much more
complex than simply ending segregation
laws that prohibited black and white students from learning together. Those were
the laws that Faubus was fighting to uphold
when he called out the state National Guard

which by law only children of a particular
race are admitted.’’
``There are schools that have a de facto
racial `imbalance,’ but that’s very different,’’ he said by email. ``Racial imbalance
can happen for a variety of reasons, including but not limited to housing patterns that
have nothing to do with racial discrimination. That is a distinction with a very big
difference.’’
Others, however, see such imbalances as
unacceptable for any reason.
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Gary Orfield, co-director of the Civil
Rights Project at the University of
California Los Angeles, said that a pattern
of whites moving out of black cities, several Supreme Court decisions and the end of
various desegregation efforts have created
``resegregation’’ of schools across the country along racial and poverty lines.
``It’s a tragedy for the country,’’ Orfield
said.
``We’re not doing anything much to actually produce lasting integration of our
schools or our neighborhoods,’’ he said.
``That needs to be defined as a goal for the
country, if we’re going to be this profoundly multiracial country and not be profoundly unequal.’’
Anderson, the university chancellor, said
the settlement opens the door to new opportunities.
``Let new indigenous mechanisms and
processes emerge,’’ Anderson said. ``Let the
superintendent, the principals and the teachers do their jobs with a minimum of oversight. Take away the excuses offered by all
the micromanagement that has come from
all levels — court, state, school board, and
district central administration.’’
``Little Rock’s school challenges are not
so great,’’ he said, ``that the community
cannot get its arms around them.’’
Associated Press Writer Kelly P. Kissel
contributed from Little Rock.
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Portland State Offers Special Slate of Lectures
ortland State University offers a
monthly series of special lectures
focusing on Civil Rights, Black
History and more, stretching into the
month of February. The series features a
live appearance, Feb. 12, by Martin
Luther King’s controversial daughter
Bernice King.

anywhere is a threat to justice
everywhere
5:30 p.m.,
Multicultural Center, Smith
Memorial Student Union, Room
228
A workshop exploring MLK’s “I
Have a Dream” speech.

For more information, go online to
bit.ly/psumlk.

Wednesday, January 22

P
It is not only poverty
that torments the
Negro; it is the fact of
poverty amid plenty.
It is a misery
generated by the gulf
between the
affluence he sees in
the mass media and
the deprivation he
experiences in his
everyday life.

Tuesday, January 21
Let’s Talk Series: Social Justice
10 a.m.,
Multicultural Center, Smith
Memorial Student Union, Room
228
The Rev. Deborah R. Brown guides
a workshop exploring privilege as
itrelates to social justice.
Oregon Black History
1 p.m.,
Native American Student &
Community Center, 710 S.W.
Jackson
Writer and educator Walidah
Imarisha presents her research on
black history in Oregon.
Carrying the Baton: An injustice

Panel Discussion: Coalition of
Communities of Color
Noon,
Multicultural Center, Smith
Memorial Student Union, Room
228
Portland’s Coalition of
Communities of Color will join
PSU’s Cultural Centers to host a
panel presentation on their
Leadership Development Initiative.

Thursday, January 23
Film and Panel Presentation: Know
Your Rights
4:30 p.m.,
Multicultural Center, Smith
Memorial Student Union, Room
228
Screening of the film “Flex Your
Rights - 10 Rules for Dealing with
Police” and panel presentation by

Judge Eric Bergstrom, public
defender Ramon Pagan, and district
attorney Nathan Vasquez.

Friday, January 24
Guest Speaker: Decolonizing the
Mind
6 p.m.,
Multicultural Center, Smith
Memorial Student Union, Room
228
Dr. Michael Yellow Bird talks
about healing the trauma of colonialism.

Wednesday, Feb. 12
Bernice A. King: The Legacy of Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr.
6 p.m.,
Peter Stott Center, 930 S.W. Hall
St.
Bernice A. King, youngest daughter of Martin Luther King Jr. and
chief executive officer of The King
Center, gives the keynote speech
for MLK Tribute Week.
The evening celebration will include
music Linda Hornbuckle and
Janice Scroggins.
Tickets: $17 at the Portland State Box
Office (bit.ly/berniceking), free to
PSU students (one ticket each)
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Community Events for the King Holiday
Sisters of the Road Day
of Action Friday, Jan.
17

Sisters 2014 Martin Luther King Jr. Day
of Action celebration will be part of a West
Coast wide weekend of Action and
Resistance by the Western Regional
Advocacy
(WRAP)
coalition.
Organizations will call attention to the
wide-spread discriminatory and criminalizing practices against the poor and unhoused
community members in our cities, town and
state. We will mobilize our community and
partner organizations to pass a Homeless
Bill Of Rights to protect the basic civil and
human rights of poor and socially excluded
communities.
The event will take place Friday, Jan. 17,
at Sisters Of The Road Cafe, from 10 a.m.

to 2 p.m. with food, music, theater and
speeches by leaders from Sisters community, labor and grassroots organizations. Then,
we will hold a Solidarity March with Right
To Survive/Right 2 Dream Too, to City Hall
to keep alive the dreams of Right 2 Dream
Too moving to their new location.
The 2014 MLK Jr. event happens in the
context of deepening of our economic,
political and social crises resulting from
over 30 years of privatization and dismantling of social safety net policies that have
literally pushed working people and their
families to fend for themselves in our
streets.
Many of the homeless advocates that
camped in front of City Hall and the cities
park in order to protect their civil and
human rights to housing and freedom to
protest were forced by local police. City
officials have said that the reason the City

sent their police force to dislocate the homeless advocates was due to the protest and
encampment being ‘”lawless” not “homeless.”
For more information go to www.sistersoftheroad.org.

Free Flu Shot Clinic at
Legacy Emanuel
Medical Center

The flu season is here and the number of
patients testing positive for influenza is on
the rise. Many of the cases have been quite
serious and even life threatening. The flu
season lasts for months, not weeks. There is
still time to get vaccinated in order to help
protect yourself and your loved ones.
Legacy Emanuel Medical Center in partnership with Immunize Oregon and the
Multnomah
County
Immunization
Program is offering FREE flu shots to people age six months and older on Martin
Luther King, Jr. Day, Monday, January 20,
from 11:00 a.m. till 3 p.m. at 2801 N.
Gantenbein, Portland, OR. People age 12
and older may also receive a free
tetanus/diphtheria/pertussis vaccination.
Pertussis commonly referred to as whooping cough, is very contagious. County
health departments declared pertussis outbreaks in Oregon and Washington in 2012.
Eighty three percent of people who die
from pertussis in the U.S. are less than
three months old and often catch it from
adult family members.

Annual King Mass

The African American
Catholic
Community of Oregon’s annual Rev. Martin
Luther King, Jr. Mass will be held on
Saturday, Jan. 18, 2014 at 5:30 p.m. The
mass will be celebrated at St. Mary’s
Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception,
1716 NW Davis St. in Portland.
The Most Rev. Alexander K. Sample,
Archbishop of Portland in Oregon, will be
the celebrant. The Afro-Centric Mass will
include the preparation of the altar, the St.
Andrew Gospel Choir, and the Litany of
Black Saints.
The public is welcome, and all Black
Catholics are encouraged to come and celebrate Dr. King’s legacy.

‘A Peace That Surpasses All
Understanding’

The Fourth Annual Mosaic Blueprint
Martin Luther King Jr Breakfast is
Saturday, Jan. 18 at Vancouver’s Clark
College, Gaiser Hall.
Alisha Moreland-Capuia, MD, delivers
the
keynote
lecture.
MorelandCapuia Special Performance by Shania
Watts and her siblings who would entertain
us on the viola, cello and violin. Pastor
Renee Ward will provide our Invocation
and Benediction.

Keep Alive the Dream

Keep Alive the Dream is Monday, Jan. 20,

See EVENTS page 21
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Events

continued from page 20
11 a.m. to 6:30 p.m., at the Anthem
Conference Center, 3300 NE 172nd Ave.
(172nd & Sandy Blvd.) World Arts
Foundation, Inc., commemorates the 50th
Anniversary of the 1963 March on
Washington with a program of song, dance,
drumming, and speakers from various civic
and social community organizations. $5
donation or 5 units of non-perishable food
will be collected at the door for food banks.
More info at www.worldartspdx.org.

Mlk Day of Service:
Community Garden
Day

Help NAYA spruce up their gardens, Jan.
20, 2 - 4 p.m. NAYA and Hands On Greater
Portland invite you to this day of community service. MLK Day is a national holiday,
where all ages are invited to use their day
off work and school to join their fellow
community members in making positive
change.
The MLK Day of Service is a way to
transform Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.’s life
and teachings into community action. On
this day, Americans of every age and background celebrate Dr. King through service
projects that strengthen communities,
empower individuals, bridge barriers, and
create solutions.
If you’d like to get involved, call Anna

Esko – 503 288 8177 x332

United Way MLK
Weekend of Service,
Jan. 18-20

Registration is open for the 2014 United
Way Martin Luther King, Jr. Weekend of
Service. There are more than 1,000 volunteer spots allocated for people wanting to
honor Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.’s legacy
by volunteering to help in the four-county
metro region.
The volunteer events, Jan. 18-20, bring
together 46 organizations who work on various issues in the community, including
education, poverty, literacy, older adults, the
environment, animals and homelessness.
This year, there’s a special focus on projects
that support United Way’s goal of breaking
the cycle of childhood poverty in our
region. Together, volunteers are expected to
generate $75,387 in value for the community from 3,900 hours of volunteer service.
This is the seventh year United Way of the
Columbia-Willamette has hosted the MLK
Weekend of Service. The event is organized
by Hands On Greater Portland, United
Way’s volunteer program. The Boeing
Company is the presenting sponsor for the
third year in a row.
“Martin Luther King, Jr. once said ‘Life’s
most persistent and urgent question is, what
are you doing for others?’” Keith

Thomajan, president and CEO of United
Way of the Columbia-Willamette said.
“We’re excited to honor Dr. King and offer
a way for each and every one of us to
answer that question through volunteer
service. Together, we can build a stronger
community.”
Projects are currently open for signup at
unitedway-pdx.org/mlk.

Lifting Communities as
We Climb: A Day of
Service Honoring Martin
Luther King Jr

Highland Christian Center’s Day of
Service is Monday, Jan. 20, 12-3:30 p.m.,
7600 NE Glisan St., Portland.
Help create personal care (dental/hygiene)
shoeboxes for Portland’s most vulnerable
residents - underserved children and disconnected homeless youth. Volunteers will join
fellow young professionals to decorate and
fill hundreds of shoeboxes with basic dental/hygiene/school supplies to ensure children and homeless youth are prepared to
access a healthier life and promising future.
This project, honoring the spirit of Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr., will unite a collective group of Portland’s young professional
leaders in service to Alder Elementary and
organizations serving homeless youth. Read
more.

Participants can email communityservice.ulpdxyp@gmail.com for more information.

Clark College Hosts
Internationally Known
Diversity Trainer to
Celebrate Dr. King

Filmmaker and educator Lee Mun Wah
will lead a day of lectures, film, and service
to honor Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. on Jan.
22.
The day’s theme is “The Unfinished
Conversation,” and the event is a full day of
programming designed to celebrate the civil
rights leader’s legacy of justice, understanding, and service.
During the morning, Lee will conduct a
training on “Creating Community in a
Diverse School Environment” for Clark
College staff and faculty. He will then deliver the celebration’s keynote address, “Only
a World Away,” in Gaiser Student Center
from 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
From 1 p.m. to 2:30 p.m., he will host a
student dialog in PUB 161. That evening at
5:30, Lee will screen “If These Halls Could
Talk,” his documentary about college students tackling issues of race and racism, followed by a post-movie discussion. Light
refreshments will be served at the screen-

See EVENTS page 22
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Events

WHAT WOULD DR. KING DO
IF HE WERE ALIVE TODAY?

continued from page 21
ing, which will be held in Gaiser Student
Center.
In addition to these activities, Clark
College students will participate in a service
project at Washington Elementary School in
conjunction with the Boys and Girls Club of
Southwest Washington. This event is organized by Clark’s Volunteer & ServiceLearning Program, which connects Clark
students with opportunities to learn and
serve by helping their community. In fall
quarter of 2013 alone, 307 Clark College
students volunteered 4,965 hours in the

community through service-learning projects.
Individuals who need accommodation
due to a disability in order to fully participate in this event may contact Clark’s
Disability Support Services Office at 360992-2314
or
360-991-0901 (video phone) or send an
email message to tjacobs@clark.edu within
one week of the event.
For more information about these events,
visit www.clark.edu/special/mlk.

We must rapidly begin the shift
from a ‘thing-oriented’ society to a
‘person-oriented society. When
machines and computers, profit
motives and property rights are
considered more important than
people, the giant triplets of
racism, materialism, and militarism
are incapable of being conquered.

He’d be working on our
sense of love for one
another. There’s a quote
from Dr. King that says,
‘Hate cannot drive out
hate; only love can do
that.’ When I think about
that, it’s so powerful
because it also falls back
on belief, back on values,
back on self-worth, back
on our values for one
another. I believe that we
have lost value for one
another and we need to fix
that.

Carmen Hardy

Martin Luther King was a
Christian and in biblical
terms Love is God, so if everyone got into a mindset of knowing God
or trying a relationship with God, it would come a lot easier for us to
find love again.

Jobs and Poverty are still a problem. But the way we were raised, if
you don’t have a job you make a job. I believe we have lost that selfempowerment. We are still on that road to recovery.

We’ve come a long way in so far as whites and blacks can sit together,
and worship together in the same place and we are like brothers and
sisters. I believe we have opened our eyes more to people who are in
poverty, and we have held out a helping hand. I do believe that and I
believe Dr. King would be pleased with that; we’re not looking at what
color a person is but at this person needs assistance, this person needs
love.
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Center

continued from page 24
Emcees Malcolm Jamal Warner and Dawnn Lewis will preside, with Dinner Chair Lisa Borders, chair of the CocaCola Foundation and co-chairs Laura Turner Seydel, chairperson of the Captain Planet Foundation and environmentalist attorney Rutherford Seydel.
• The MLK Jr. Annual Commemorative Service – Jan. 20
at Ebenezer Baptist Church Horizon Sanctuary,10 a.m.
With keynote speaker Rev. Raphael Warnock, Sr. pastor of
Ebenezer Baptist Church and a host of local and national
leaders. Ministry through music includes the electrifying
violinist Ken Ford.
• Ringing of Bells for Peace – The King Center and consulates representing the nations of the world will help lead
the “Choose Nonviolence: Let Freedom Ring” global bellringing events by ringing bells at the conclusion of the
Commemorative Service “to symbolically herald a new age
of nonviolence.”
The King Center is also supporting a broad range of more
than two dozen other MLK commemorative programs in
partnership with diverse organizations.
The King Center’s annual MLK observance will set the

stage for a momentous year for Dr. King’s legacy, including
the 50th anniversary of two major historical milestones --the signing of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the presentation of the Nobel Peace Prize to Dr. King.
Ms. King said that the theme for the 2014 King holiday
observance, “Remember! Celebrate! Act! King's Legacy of
Peace for Our World,” underscores the urgency of Dr.
King’s challenge to people of every nation to “choose nonviolence as a way of life, as well as a method for peaceful

social change. People all over the world are crying out for
an end to the senseless violence that afflicts their families,
communities, nations and world. Our hope is that The 2014
MLK holiday observance will help lay the foundation for a
world-wide movement to begin building the beloved community of my father’s dream.”
For more information go to www.theKingCenter.org.

‘Where there is
great challenge,
there is also great
opportunity’

– Martin Luther King III

Reading
continued from page 13

stunning art by acclaimed illustrator Bryan Collier, Martin’s
Big Words is an unforgettable portrait of a man whose
dream changed America—and the world—forever.

Autobiography of Martin Luther King, Jr
By Martin Luther King, Jr.
Using Stanford Univers-ity’s voluminous collection of
archival material, including previously unpublished writings, interviews, recordings, and correspondence, King
scholar Clayborne Carson has constructed a remarkable
first-person account of Dr. King’s extraordinary life.
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King Center Announces ‘Choose Nonviolence’ Campaign and 2014 KHO Plans
Thousands of students are challenged to change their lives by embracing peace
Special To The Skanner News
ernice A. King, CEO of The King Center today
announced plans for the 2014 observance of the
birthday of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., with a special
emphasis on inspiring and educating youth to ‘Choose
Nonviolence.’
“We will commemorate the 85th birthday anniversary of
my father with an array of exciting and uplifting programs
and events to encourage people everywhere to choose nonviolence, particularly young people,” said King, announcing plans for the 2014 MLK observance. She said that the
“Choose Nonviolence” challenge will permeate The King
Center’s multifaceted 10-day program.
All King Center events, except for the Annual
Salute to Greatness Dinner, are free of charge.
More than 1,500 students from greater Atlanta elementary, middle and high schools will converge on
the King Center’s campus for an interactive and
engaging dialogue between the students and members
of the King family from Monday January 13 thru
Thursday January 16. Students will explore practical
ways to prevent violence, resolve conflicts and make
a difference for the better. The dialogues will be moderated by a stellar group of local media anchors and personalities, including: Russ Spencer (Fox5-TV); Jovita
Moore and Sophia Choi (WSB-TV); Lorraine JacquesWhite (WAOK Radio); Mara Davis (WABE 90.1 Radio);
Derrick Boazman (1380 WAOK Radio); Donna Lowry
(WXIA-TV); Darian “Big Tigger” (V-103 Radio); Craig
Bell (CBS Atlanta) and Ebony Steele (Dish Nation/Rickey
Smiley Morning Show), and others.
On Wednesday, Jan. 15, (6-9 pm), The King Center, will

B

convene a discussion entitled From Chaos to Community
(A Dialogue on Human Trafficking) at historic Ebenezer
Baptist Church Horizon Sanctuary. Moderated by Mo Ivory,
panelists include:
Assistant U.S. Attorney Susan
Coppedge; Sheryl DeLuca Johnson, executive director of
Street GRACE, an alliance of churches dedicated to the
eradication of the commercial sexual exploitation of children in Atlanta; and sex trafficking abolitionist/author
Rachel Lloyd; Neal Irvin, Executive Director, Men Can
Stop Rape, and others.
There will also be a ‘Choose Nonviolence: Nonviolence
or Nonexistence Discussion,’ on Thursday, Jan. 16, at the
Coretta Scott King Young Women’s Leadership Academy.

the Ray Charles Performing Arts Center, on the campus of
Morehouse College, on Friday, Jan. 17. Panelists include
Malika Redmond, executive director of SPARK
Reproductive Justice NOW; Dr. Kendra King Momon,
Associate Professor of Politics and Director of the Rich
Foundation Urban Leadership Program, Oglethorpe
University; Doris Crenshaw, founder of the Southern Youth
Leadership Development Institute, and others. Following
the discussion, students will be encouraged to commit to
developing campus work groups to address one form of violence on their campus and to address it through nonviolence. Kaplan University is recording the session that will
be posted on their website and The King Center’s site so
that student teams from throughout the country and the
world may accept the challenge of addressing a form of
violence on their campus and share their experiences
through social media.
The 10-day birthday commemoration features more
than 20 programs, beginning Friday, Jan. 10, and continuing through Jan. 20, the MLK holiday. Other King
Center 2014 MLK observance programs will include:
• Launch of Choose Nonviolence: 100 Days of
Nonviolence Campaign – Wednesday, Jan. 15. An
inter-active on-line and social media dialogue to help
mobilize young people against violence and embrace nonviolence as a way of life.
• The Annual Salute to Greatness Awards Dinner – Jan.
18, 6 p.m. reception, 7 p.m. Dinner) at the Hyatt-Regency
Downtown Atlanta. Honoring Muhammad Ali, Xerox Inc.,
Pakistani anti-violence advocate Khalida Brohi and One
Billion Rising and award-winning playwright Eve Ensler.

Upcoming in 2014: the 50th
anniversary of the signing of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 and presentation of
the Nobel Peace Prize to Dr. King
The featured panelists include SCLC veteran activist Rev.
Willie Bolden; financial literacy champion John Hope
Bryant; Alayna Eagle Shield of the Standing Rock
Reservation; Chicago’s ‘Violence Interrupter’ Ameena
Matthews and others.
The King Center, in partnership with Kaplan University,
will engage another 300+ college students and the general
public from throughout metro Atlanta on the implications of
nonviolence on their campuses and in their communities at
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